I. INTRODUCTION Criticality problems for neutron transport translate to the problem of finding the geometric and physical parameters such that the stationary Boltzmann equation, with no internal or boundary sources, has a nontrivial and nonnegative solution. The complexity of the problem is such that analytic methods often have to give way to numerical approximations, or to diffusion-like approximations, or both (see, for example [17] and [3, pp. I%-1991) .
In this paper, we consider energy-dependent transport in isotropicallyscattering slabs and spheres with finite reflectors. The slab medium will consist of an infinite homogeneous multiplying slab extending from x = -a to x = a (a > 0) with a homogeneous reflector on each side of thickness b (b > 0). Such a system is embedded in an infinite, purely absorbing medium, or in a vacuum, so that no particle may enter the reflector from outside. The material properties of the system are characterized by o(E), the total macroscopic cross-section for all processes both in the core and in the reflector; o&E, E'), the transfer function for the scattering, fission and absorption processes in the core; uT(E, E'), the transfer function for the scattering and absorption in the reflector. Here E' and E denote respectively the energies of the particle before and after an interaction. In the absence of external or internal sources, the scalar flux 4, a function of position z and energy E, must satisfy the linear integral equation +(z, E) = W(z, E) = f;T;,i:" E&(E) 1 x -z' I) s(z', E, E') +(z', E') dE' dz', a m U-2) with Em and EIM denoting respectively the minimum energy and maximum energy attained by a particle. The functions El and s are defined by El(t) = SW exp(--tb) f , 5 >o; (1.3) 1 uc(E, E'> 2(2E/M,J1'2 O<lXl <Ua, s(z, E, E') = o,(E, E') (1.4)
2(2E/M,,)1'2 adIzI<~+h
where the factor (2E/M,J1/2 represents the speed of the particle and M, represents its mass. For our analysis we will impose the following assumptions on the cross section (T and the transfer kernels oc and (TV . ASSUMPTION I. U(E) is a positive, continuous function of E, Em < E < EM .
ASSUMPTION II. The operators YY and ,yE , defined respectively by
Tf (E) = s-, 2(2E/M,J1'2 EM 4.K E') f(E') &', xf(E) = Jr, 2(2E/M,J1'2 'IM oc(E, E') f(E') &', (1.5) are completely continuous operators mapping the Banach space C(I,) (= {f : f continuous onl, = [E,,, , E&J, (1 f I/ = maxE ( f(E)I}) into itself. Moreover, both 9'9 and .9'?, for some integer N,, , are strongly positive, i.e., if f > 0 for E lying in a set of positive Lebesgue measure, then both YpVOf(E) > 0 and 9'F f (E) > 0, YE E IE .
In this manuscript, we will use the notation // jlsP for the spectral radius of an operator. We recall that for an arbitrary bounded operator L, this quatity is defined by II L /Isp = lim jl Ln jllln n-tm (1.7)
where I( /j is the operator norm.
The continuity and positivity assumption on u implies that (l/u(E)) Sp, and (l/a(E)) Yv are bounded linear operators of C(I,) into itself. The following assumption is needed to analyze critical transport in both the slab and sphere: ASSUMPTION III. The spectral radii of the operators (1 /c(E)) z , (1 /o(E)) Yr satisfy the following constraints:
and Assumption I states that there is a nonzero probability of an interaction with the medium for a particle with energy E E IE . The assumption of compactness for Sp, and Pr is used, for example, in [13] , where the completely continuous portion of the collision operator represents elastic slowing down, fission, and low energy inelastic scattering. The assumption of strict positivity of 92 and Yp merely states that after enough collisions, the energies are throughly mixed. (Customary models of reactors with reflecting media assume there is no upscattering of particles to higher energies. It is physically reasonable, however, to assume there will be a small amount of upscattering of particles in most reflectors to provide the mixing we have hypothesized here). Assumption III merely states that the transport processes in the core become critical only when a = co. We note that in [20] , a necessary and sufficient condition for the core to be subcritical for a E [0, co) is the requirement /1(1/u(E)) Yc lisp = a. The analogous condition for multigroup transport was pointed out by C. T. Kelly and T. W. Mullikin in [lo, p. 5001 . Equation (1.9) merely states that transport in the reflector can never become critical for any thickness. Transfer kerneIs satisfying Assumptions I-III include kernels describing interactions with types of monatonic gases [3, pp. 335-3371 . We wish to point out that the analysis can be easily extended to include fluxes assumed piecewise continuous in energy having discontinuities at El < E2 < ... < E, . Such an extension would require viewing the basic dependent variables as vector functions whose ith component would describe the energy dependence on [Ei, Ei+J. The defining equations in this paper would then become systems of integral equations, similar to those for multigroup transport. (See Applications:
Multigroup and Monoenergetic
Neutron Transport, Section IV.) For spherical transport, our medium consists of a homogeneous core of radius II and a symmetrical reflector of thickness b, whose physical properties will be described by 0, uc , and ar . The scattering is assumed isotropic and the assembly is embedded in an infinite purely absorbing medium, or in a vacuum, so that no particle may enter the reflector from outside. The assumptions on 0, u, , and 0,. and on the associated energy operators will be assumed to be valid for spherical transport. In the absence of external and internal sources, the governing equation for the total particle distribution is 10) in which 4(x, E) = p(z, E)/z describes the total (scalar) fiux for the sphere. The definition of s(z, E, E') is amended to include only positive x. In this context, z represents the radial distance from the center of the sphere. respectively. It will be seen that the operators A and S are completely continuous mappings of their respective domains into themselves (See, for example, Theorems 11.1 and 11.2). Therefore, Ij S jjsp and jj A /jsr, are well-defined quantities. We will normalize (l/o(E)) Sp, by dividing by J/(1/a(E)) Yr ljsp and introduce parameters c 3 1 and y < 1 representing, respectively, the maximum number of secondaries resulting from an interaction in the core and reflector. With this normalization, s becomes cu,(E, E')
The criticality problem for both media is to determine the functional relationship among s, cr, a, 6, y, c so that (1.2) and (1.10) each has a nontrivial and nonnegative solution. It is, of course, well known that if the macroscopic crosssection is independent of position and the scattering is isotropic, then the determination of the spherically symmetric particle distribution in the system can be reduced to the study of a slab, whose half-thickness is equal to the radius of the sphere, with a reflector on each side of thickness equal to that surrounding the spherical core [7] . The problem of determining the dominant eigenvalue and the associated eigenfunction to S and A is reduced to that of analyzing the spectrum of the slab transport operator only. For monoenergetic transport, this operator is self-adjoint when acting on the appropriate L2 space [6-J This observation has been the foundation on which traditional studies of criticality phenomena for both media were made. The underlying self-adjointness of S enabled workers to use variational techniques in examining the dependence of the eigenvalues of S on the basic physical parameters (See, for example [7] , Chapter XV, for a discussion of this approach for general media). By observing that S can be related to a one-parameter family of simple diffusion operators, T. W. Mullikin [15] used Rayleigh-Ritz methods to obtain upper and lower bounds for these eigenvalues. The analysis of monoenergetic transport in critical slabs and spheres with finite reflectors was done by G. Busoni, G. Frosali, L. Mangiarotti in [6] . One of their most interesting results is that the dominant eigenvalue for A is the second eigenvalue (in modulus) for S. This result answered a question posed by T. W. Mullikin in [15, p. 1891 .
The analysis in this paper can be viewed as an extension of the work of [q to the continuous energy case. Because self-adjointness is rarely present in realistic transport models (See[4] ,p. 1171, we use the Perron-Frobenius-Jentzsch theory of positive operators for our results in lieu of variational techniques. Our approach, then, is in the spirit of the techniques outlined in the excellent paper by G. Birkhoff [4] , in which he pointed out that the concept of positivity provides a mathematical basis for the phenomenon of criticality in neutron transport theory.
In Section II, we study the eigenvalue problem for A and S, and derive properties of the dominant eigenvalues and associated eigenfunctions of both operators. In particular, we study the dependence of the dominant eigenvalues on the underlying parameters a, b, c, (T, o, and ur . In Section III, we show the continuous and monotonical dependence of the parameter c on the other parameters, a, b, and y. The continuity of the scalar fluxes on the underlying parameters and spatial coordinates is also discussed.
We restrict our attention to transport in homogeneous spheres and slabs in Section IV. We extend the results of T. W. Millikin and A. Leonard [14, to energy dependent transport in these media. The Perron-FrobeniusJentzsch theory of positive operators, as discussed in the excellent monograph of M. G. Krein and M. A. Rutman [I 11, enables us to obtain bounds on the eigenvalues and asymptotics for the critical thickness (radius) in settings where Wiener-Hopf techniques, as well as the Case method of singular eigenfunction expansions [12] , would incur serious technical difficulties (see, for example, [16, p. 6131 , for a discussion of the rather stringent assumptions needed for a criticality analysis via Wiener-Hopf methods). In particular, the analysis in this section is shown to yield bounds and asymptotics for the critical thickness (slab) or radius (sphere) for multigroup transport where the scattering matrix may possibly determine many pairs of roots to an associated dispersion relation [16] . These results are complementary to those for slab transport in [20] . A few concluding comments are made in Section V.
II. PROPERTIES OF /I S ljsB AND /I A Ilsz,
In this section, we will examine general properties of both /) S /jsp and /I A /)61) and of their associated eigenfunctions. Having observed that both A and S depend on a, b, (T, y, c, uc , and ur , we wish to analyze the dependence of I/ S (/sp and jj A (jsP on these parameters. The first two results in this section will be concerned with the multiplicity properites of 11 A ljsp and /j S /lsP as well as continuity and positivity properties of their eigenfunctions. The remaining results will examine the finer properties of monotonicity and continuity of both !I s 11~~ and II A lh considered as functions of the parameters indicated above.
We describe an operator as positive if it leaves invariant the cone of nonnegative functions [9, p. 9201, and strongly positive if it is positive and a power of it maps the cone strictly into its interior. Our first result examines the continuity and positivity properties of the operator S: we can say that, for N,, appearing in Assumption II, S"y(z, E) 3 max(cNoYcNoBf;'Of(z, E), yNoYrNoBf;'Of(z, E)), and hence a power of S maps the cone of nonnegative functions in C([-(u + b), a $ b] X IE) strictly into its inter&. It is well known [l 1, p. 701 that the maximal eigenvalue (in modulus) of S is real, is of simple multiplicity, is equal to I/ S jjsp , and dominates any other eigenvalue in modulus. The associated eigenfunction has positive values for (z, E) E [-(a -j-6, a + b] x IE . We will denote this eigenfunction as 1L'(z, E).
To prove that N(z, E) is even about z = 0, we define r(z, E) = N(--x, E). An easy change of variable shows that %(a, E) = I/ S lisp ~(2, E). Hence N(z, E) = Y(Z, E). Th' is completes the proof of Theorem 11.1.
The analysis for A depends on the observation that for N = N,, , ANo is defined by a kernel vanishing on a set of measure zero in [0, a + b] x IE . In the proof of this fact, we will, for simplicity, denote the kernel defining A'" as AQ(.z, z', E, E'). We note that A2 is generated by the kernel defined by
Indeed, it is easily seen that A2(z, x', E, E') satisfies the following inequality:
Defining the kernel h(z, z') as
we can deduce that
where the kernels s, and S, are those defining the operators Yc and 9? respectively and h, and hz are defined via .
An induction argument shows that h,"(z, 0) = 0 and hzN(O, z') = 0 for any integer N. Thus for N = N, , we see that ANo(z, z', E, E') = 0 for at most those values of the argument lying in the sets {{O) x [O, a + bl x IE x &I u w, a + 61 x (0) x IE x &I-It is easily seen that no power of A maps the cone X of nonnegative continuous functions of (z, E) strictly into its interior. Consequently, in applying the PerronFrobenius-Jentzsch theory for positive operators [l 11, we must be somewhat cautious in asserting the simplicity of the dominant eigenvalue although such a result has been proved true for monoenergetic transport using variational methods [6, p. 224-2251 (Here SF is the set of functionals in B* such that (g*, f) > 0, f e X, g* t A?*). where u,(E, n/a) is the fundamental eigenfunction to f(,(n/a) defined by
The reader is referred to Lemma IV. I for the details of the proof. Proposition II.2 enables us to deduce some properites of the solution to the adjoint equation for (1 .lO). B ecause A is defined in terms of the Lebesgue measure on [O, a + b] x IE , the adjoint problem will be cast in an Ll(dE dz) setting. As the adjoint operator will be defined by a kernel with properties satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 11.2, an easy modification of its proof in [l 1, p. 77-801 reveals that its fundamental eigenfunction will be positive almost everywhere.
The preceding remarks imply the following about the integral operator A:
THEOREM 11.2. The integral operator A deJined by (1.10) defines a completely continuous operator of C( [0, a + b) x IE) into itself. The maximum eigenvalue of A is equal to its spectral radius, is of simple multiplicity, and dominates the remaining eigenvalues in modulus. The fundammtal eigenfunction Y can be chosen nonnegative, vanishing when,, z = 0.
Proof. The complete continuity of A is due to the fact that we are subtracting two completely continuous operators on C([O, a + b] x IE). The asserted properties of the dominant eigenvalue follow from Proposition 11.2. That the associated eigenfunction has the above stated properties follows from the positivity properties of B'o(.z, z', E, E'). This completes the proof.
Remark. It is well-known that the odd extension of the fundamental eigenfunction to A to values of x E [-(a + b), a + b] provides an eigenfunction to S. An interesting conjecture [15, p. 1891 We now turn to examining the continuity of jl A /lap and )I S /jsr, as functions of the parameters a, b, y, c, and of the cross-sectional data a(E), u,(E, E'), a,(E, E'). For notational purposes we let the variable 4 be defined by and explicitly display the dependence of S and A on these parameters by writing S, and A, . To properly study the dependence of 11 S, j)sp and j] A, IJsp on 9, we analyze the dependence of the operators S, and A, on q where S, and A, are defined respectively by (2.12) and (2.13) obtained from (1.2) and (1.10) by the change of variables G(E) = o(E) (a + b), x = ~/(a + b), x' = ~'/(a + b), t = a/(a + b): 11 S, ljsp N,Jx, E) = j-1 je%(E) E,(cF(E) ) x -x' I)'(5$)E') N&x', E') dE' dx' m (2.12) and x S(x', E, E') 49 !P,Jx', E') dE 'dx', (2.13) where now c4-K E') 2(2E/M,,)"' 1x1 sit, f(x, E, E') = Y%(EY E'r_ (2.14)
The following theorem whose proof constitutes the Appendix describes precisely the dependence of 11 S l&p and 11 A lisp on 9. (ii) For any 7 E M, there is one and only one critical value CA(T) > 1 in the core and one and only one particle $ux p&x, E) in the sphere such that 11 p,, 11 = 1, p,(x, E) > 0 in (0, 11 x IE, ~$4 E) = 0, and such that p,, is continuous in
The functions co and c, are continuous in M and strictly decreasing in each of the variables a, 6, y; moreover, we have c*(y) > cS(~), r] E M.
Proof.
We prove that the equations I/ S, jjsg = 1 and /I A, llsP = 1, 4 E M x [1, co), give one and only one value of c > 1 for any 7 E M. We will consider the equation )I S, IJsP = 1, as the proof for /I A,, ljsP = 1 is similar. Let (a, b, y) EM be given; if c is sufficiently small, then the normalization conditions on the operators (l/a(E) g and (l/o(E)) YY imply that II s, lisp < 1. .9)). H ence the continuity and monotonicity of (/ S, lisp with respect to c assures the existence of one and only one value of cs such that 11 $3, lisp = 1. The existence of cA is deduced by identical arguments.
We now proceed to show that cs and cA so selected will both be greater than one. To this end we observe that the functions ~~(7) and c*(v), implicitly defined by )J S, jjsp = 1 and /I 4 Jlsp = 1 respectively, are continuous with respect to 7 E M and decreasing in the variables a, 6, y. Moreover, C,(T) > ~~(7) since /) A, Jjsp < /I S, /Jsp because // A, /IsP is itself an eigenvalue of S, . Thus, we have cs(co, 6, y) < c&z, b, y) < c~(a, b, Y> -=c c&, 0, Y).
(3.3)
From equation (1.2) we can deduce that cs( 00, 6, y) is independent of both b and y. This independence is physically due to the fact that in regions of the core away from the interface, the total flux is predominately governed by the nuclear processes in the core, a predominance which increases as the distance from the interface increases; in a reactor in which the core thickness becomes infinite, the total flux is eventually governed by the interactions in the core. The results of [20, Section I] imply that c( co, b, r) = (2 11(1/o(E)) YC I/sp)-l and our assertion follows. The results for (b, and pn are consequences of the properties of the fundamental eigenfunctions to S, and A, respectively. This completes the proof.
The following results for cA and cs are obvious from a physical point of view: Proof.
The first assertion follows trivially from (3.3) and the fact that lim a+m ~*(a, 0,~) = (2 /I( l/a(E)) YC /jsP))1 = 1 as proved in Lemma IV.1 of Section IV.
The second assertion is proved by a contradiction argument for S,; a similar analysis yields the corresponding result for A, . We express S, as R,,, + Tasb, where R,,, and T,,, are defined via a R,,tzW El = ss
We suppose cs(a, 6, y) + c, as a + 0, with co < co. With c,, finite, we deduce immediately that II R,,, II -+ 0 as a --f 0, and hence that But the normalization condition on (l/a(E)) YY implies that for finite b, II To Ilw < 1. F or some a suitably small, 11 S, llsP < 1. But this contradicts the definition of cs(a, 6, y) for such small a. Hence lim,,, cs(a, b, y) = KJ. The corresponding result for c, is proved similarly. We now turn to considering the continuity properties of both &,(x, E) and p,Jx, E). The basic result is THEOVEM 111.3. The particles fluxes C&(X, E) and p,(x, E) are continuous functions of (x, E, a, 6, y).
We establish the result for 4,; an identical argument proves the corresponding result for A . We show that if 7' + n in M, then II&* -$,\I + 0 in the max norm on C([-I, I] x 1,). Such a result follows trivially from the continuity of cs in 7, from the convergence of s,* to s, in the operator norm whenever 4' = (a', 6', y', cs(u', 6', 7') -+ q (= a, b, y, cs(a, b, y)), and from an appeal to [1 , Theorem 4.17, p. 741. From this result, since 4, is also continuous in (x, E) E [-1, I] x IE , it follows that $,(x, E) is continuous in [-1, I] x IE x M. This completes the proof.
The results of the theorems in this section have several physical interpretations: From Theorem III. 1 (iii), we can conclude that for a slab of half-thickness a + b, and a sphere of the same radius, with both media possessing the same cross-sectional data, a greater number of core secondaries (C*(T)) on the average is required to maintain a critical state in the sphere than in the slab. The physical reason behind the result is that the sphere is a bounded medium and trapping of particles cannot occur. Because of leakage through the boundary, a greater average number of core secondaries is needed for the sphere to be critical.
As the thickness of either the core or reflector is increased in both media, the required average number of core secondaries decreases because of the diminishing role of boundary leakage, as indicated in Theorem 111.2(i). A greater and greater average number of core secondaries would be needed to maintain a critical state as the thickness or radius of the core diminishes, since the reflector is always taken to be subcritical. This is precisely the result of Theorem 111.2(ii).
IV. RESULTS FOR TRANSPORT IN HOMOGENEOUS SPHERES AND SLABS
The main results for critical, energy dependent, homogeneous isotropically scattering slabs are found in [20] . Following the discussion in Section I of [20], we will proceed to study the following problem governing transport in a critical homogeneous sphere of radius r/2:
and, in particular, to seek the functional relationship between W, 7, o, oe so that (4.1) has a nontrivial, nonnegative solution.
The integral operator defined in (4.1) will be denoted as A, . From Theorem 11.2, we are able to conclude that (4.1) h as a physically meaningful solution, whenever w = (11 A, Jjsp)-r, and that this solution is the fundamental eigenfunction. The first result gives the behavior of // A, lisp as a function of 7. The basic features of the proof are found in the Appendix.
THEOREM IV.1. 1) A, /lsP is a continuous, monotone increasing function of 7 for 7 < co.
The remainder of this section will attempt to produce bounds for 11 A, lisp which, in effect, will yield an asymptotic expression for w in terms of 7. These bounds will rely quite heavily on some general properties of the Fourier transform in the spatial variable of
The Fourier transform generates a family of operators defined by fcWf(E) = 2oW j-la Wlb2(E) t2 + 5")) Sp,f(E), --co<t<m. For each 5, k( 0 is a compact operator defined on C(lE) and the mapping 5 ---f fc( [) is an analytic mapping of (-co, co) to E(1, , I& the algebra of compact operators on C(I,).
For 5 real, a power of the operator R(g) is strictly positive, and its maximal eigenvalue is positive and of simple multiplicity; other results concerning k(E) are [9, p. 9241 are Proqf. For each z, we can conclude that
is an even function of a', with E, E', .$ considered as parameters. We are able to write
By recognizing that k([, E, E') . IS even in 5, and hence that the Fourier transform of k in 5 is a cosine transform, we can conclude that E .cc 0 EM {k(z -z', E, E') -k(z + z',,E, E')} u(E', 4) sin 6.z' dE' dz' * Em = I! R(5)lh @, E) sin &.
(4.4) Now r/z E,,,
(4.5)
We claim that
(4.6) To see this, we express (4.6) as * EM ss The latter integral can be expressed as (4.7)
We now shall fix E and pick an arbitrary z E (0,712); it is easily seen that the quantity is decreasing for increasing n, since, for example,
The series in (4.8) is an alternating series, each term of which is less than the preceding in absolute value. So, for (z, E) E [O, 7/2] x IE, the expression
We are then able to conclude that
(4.9)
From the definition of A,, we can conclude that the fundamental eigenfunction to the adjoint problem will define a positive Bore1 measure on [0,7/2] x IE and can be identified with a function with properties discussed in Theorem 11.2. With fr(z, E) = u(E, 2+) sin(2rrz/T) vanishing at z = 0, 7/2, we see that ($T,fi) # 0, and hence that
The result for the upper bound on A, is given by LEMMA IV.2. For T < CD, there exists a continuous function, P(T), for which II A, lh < II @Wb-+ p))llSlr . Proof. To obtain our upper bound for /I A, lisp , we consider, for p > 0 but otherwise unspecified, the equation
We wish now to choose a p, possibly depending on 7, so that
by an argument similar to that used in the previous lemma. Hence
It suffices, then, to choose p so that
Arguments, similar to those employed in Theorem 3.1 of [21] , yield the following inequality:
By an appropriate change of spatial variable I = &a, i' = ~?a', G = min, a(E) in (4.1), we can assume u(E) >, I without loss of generality. It suffices to show that
Expression (4.19) can be written as
The form of the El kernel implies that we must find p such that
The results of [5, p. 281 show that for large values of 7/2 -x (which would imply large values (7/2 + z)), (4.21) is asymptotic to 
7$-P
The analysis in [21, pp. 560-5631 h s ows that such a p(7) can be defined for all 7 and has the asserted bounds. Arguments similar to those employed at the conclusion of Lemma IV.1 show that /I A, /ISa < I/ R(27~/(7 + p))/lSr, . This completes the proof of Lemma IV.2.
From [20, Section II], we know that where u(E, 0) is the fundamental eigenfunction to g(O), v*(E, 0), the fundamental eigenfunction to the adjoint of R(O), and f(" denotes the second derivative of ft with respect to 5, the Fourier transform variable. The bilinear form ( , ) is defined by
with f E C(1J, g* E C*(I,). F rom the results of Lemmas IV.1 and IV.2, we see that
We can solve for the critical diameter 7 in terms of (11 A, IlsD)-l which characterizes production of particles by fission and scattering. The physical interpretation of the results above is similar to that for slab models [20, Section V] . Comparing the results for slab and spherical media, we have THEOREM IV.2.
The dominant eigenvalues for the operators governing transport in homogeneous, energy dependent, isotropically scattering slab and spherical reactors are estimated by (Here II @)IIsD = ll(1 l4-9 Sp /ls~ h as b een normalized to be equal to one, and S, denotes the integral operator for transport in homogeneous stab media).
APPLICATIONS. Multigroup and Monoenergetic Neutron Transport.
We now give applications of the above theory to multigroup and monoenergetic transport in isotropic slabs and spheres. For the multigroup approximation [3, p. 2401, it is assumed that the entire energy range can be divided into N-intervals, such that if E is in the ith range, a(E) = aii , E,-l f E < Ei .
(4.27)
The scattering kernel becomes a nonnegative-entried N x N matrix C, with cij describing scattering probabilities from group i to group i. The angular flux and the total flux become N-vectors, the ith component representing a flux integrated over energies in [&, , Ej] . The governing equation for the angular flux in a sphere is subject to the boundary condition q+p) -0, /LE (O, 11, (4.29) while that for the slab is The matrix x is a diagonal matrix with I = ~ii < oaa < . < u,$,~~. Assumption II leads to the criterion that C'p > 0 for some integer N,, . We consider the integral equations governing the total flux in the sphere and slab respectively: With the average number of secondaries per collision (w) specified along with the various cross-sectional data, the diameter of the critical sphere will be greater than the thickness of the critical slab. Expressions for the diameter or thickness in terms of w have been obtained by T. W. Mullikin and A. Leonard [14, p. 1401 V. CONCLUDING
REMARKS
The results in the previous two sections are very well known for the monoenergetic case ([ 161, [14] , [ 15] ), but have been derived by exploiting the selfadjointness of the integral operator by using Rayleigh-Ritz estimates.
In the context of energy dependent transport, such techniques cannot be applied, as the scattering operator is rarely self-adjoint and the (integral) transport operator in general cannot be symmetrized. We must utilize the underlying positivity of the transport operator for the slab and sphere and apply the PerronFrobenius-Jentzsch theory to properly analyze critical transport in these media, and to characterize the dominant eigenvalues for A and S. The choice of the functions fl(z, E) and f2(z, E) yielding the upper and lower bounds to these eigenvalues was suggested by results of diffusion theory. The diffusion problem for the isotropically scattering slab is with boundary conditions . d4+2, E) = C(+, E) = 0, EEI,, whiIe that for the sphere is Results in the perturbation theory of completely continuous linear operators, in particular concerning perturbations of spectral projections, show that the continuity in 4 of a, and s, implies that of j( s, &a and (1 A, (JSp . The reader is referred to [2] and to [I, Chapter 41 for a discussion of very general conditions on the type of operator convergence which will guarantee the convergence of the associated spectrum (see Theorem 4.8, 4.16, 4.17 of [I] ).
For the remainder of the Appendix, the discussion will focus on either A, or A,, as the analogous results for S, or s, are proved by techniques very similar to those used for A, or A,. For purposes of notation, we will display only the parameter being perturbed.
We first allow the pair (y, c) to be arbitrary but fixed in the set (0, 1) x [I, z], E > 1 and let a and/or b vary. Perturbing either G or b will cause o(E) and t to be changed. We then have EM ( e%(E) {El&(E) ( x -x' I) -E,@n(E) (x + x'))} "'$t E') -6(E) {E,@(E) 1 x -x' I) -E,@(E) (x + x'))} 'q,g ( dE' dx', (A.3) where S,Jx', E, E') reflects the fact that the coordinate of the boundary between core and reflector has changed with the change in a or b (or both). We estimate the right hand side of (A.3) by -E,@(E) ( x -x' I) + E,@(E) (x + x'))} 1 "(x;$ E') dE' dx' + jljEM I &(E) -G(E)1 {E,@(E) I x -x' I) -E,@(E) (x + x'))> 0 Em x f&', E, E') a(E) dE' dx' + ls," W) VW(E) I x -x' I) -E&?(E) (x + x'))] m x i(x', E, E') -S,Jx', E, E') a(E) We can therefore conclude that indeed 11 A,, Jlsx, > 1) A, jjSP whenever a' > a.
We now select b' > b and return to the original eigenvalue problem for y&, E):
II &a' IISP yb'(zt El = la+bj-By @NJ(E) 1 xz' I> -J%(E) (x + z'>))
x s(x', E, E') Y,+i', E') dE' dz'.
(A-10)
